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ENERGY quality for art and life, is priority to me, individually and collectively, therefore I 

present a cultivated and tailored response to Loss management (a tale of experiments, 

experiences, collection, reflection and reinventions for inspiration and ongoing playfulness 

in curiosity!) 

I invite you to create your own experience of this process, adapting it in harmony with your 

own intuitive needs and realisations as you progress, then read back through it to reflect on 

anything that its helpful to revisit. I suggest a one day exploration with it, with extended 

time as desired. 

1. What connects you personally to THE EARTH? Find an inspiring object to reflect on, 

for me it’s my bare feet attached to my whole body and the space around it. The 

next closest thing to my connectiveness is the limitless perception of connections to 

it, which can be tiring if not focused in selection of incoming information, so how do 

we govern that within such diversity of systems around us. Breath. Conscious 

Selection as multidimensional beings? 

2. What is your most inspiring ENVIRONMENT in the natural world? Draw it without 

judging how the drawing looks, what does it feel like drawing it? 

3. Become aware of the physical position your posture is in as regularly as possible 

within each day. Practice relaxing through learning BREATHING more fully and 

consciously, there are many breathing techniques available in books and online. 

Work on realising which body positions you most like to be in. Try some intuitive 

dancing to discover physical expressions and find your favourite music to do this to if 

it helps. How does it FEEL? 

Shake out fingers, toes, arms and legs, create space within, ease out tensions. All life 

is vulnerable and choosing to be strong whilst self-nurturing is part of our right to life 

and we need to respect ourselves and each other for individual attributes in our 

unique natures and by letting go of the past or future being held in your body 

condition, we are vibration and essence in the present. 

 

SOUND 

1. What is your favourite sound? Can you imitate it? How does it feel?  

2. Can you feel the sound vibrations moving around within your body? 

3. Drink WATER, eat something that was created by Nature’s rhythms, from the sun 

and moon energies from the earth and water, the seasons and elements at play. 

How does it feel? 

DANCE YOUR LIFE 



Can you tune into the object you selected. Tune in through your mind’s eye, vision it. Can 

you hear the sound you most like, can you feel your own rhythm, like a beat, that moves 

slowly or fast and increases and decreases according to mood. Intuit your way to express 

your body, let go of the mind and be in your body.  

What did you realise? Do you feel better? Did anything surface? If emotions and thoughts 

are evoked, let them come and go as fleeting moments of realisation, practice letting go of 

being  attached to anything beyond being. 

 

MATERIAL WORLD 

Find a natural material you are drawn to, observe it with all your senses. What is your initial 

relationship to it? What are your progressive relationships to it when you discover it in 

different contexts? What are the associative and connotations relating to it for yourself? 

Understand the material’s limitations and liberations from understanding processes it can 

be subjected to. How do you feel about it, can you write a poem about it? 

PLAYFULNESS 

What is the most inspiring form of natural play to you?  Check it is safe by risk assessing it. 

Be silent, be still, be movement, be individual, be collective, integrate, be oneness within 

the whole. PLAY like a child with a stick in the earth or play patience with cards, basketball 

on your own. 

Infact keep experimenting with Playfulness forever. Its fun, watching others playing will 

inspire more styles of play and more diversity. I remember realising I had forgotten how to 

play. Things take time sometimes, give them time, work hard at making time. We are 

processing what we spend time being. We can choose more than we allow ourselves to 

think we can and grieving our old ways is part of realising freedoms are within. 

You might wish to find out more about the above. The research and references I draw from 

in a wider context for inspiration are: 

1. Sahaja yogi meditations: http://we meditate.co/live   

2. Dr Deepak Chopra’s body of work: ‘Magical mind, magical body’ for an example. 

3. Artists and Musicians and Dancers that I feel like they are creating something I 

totally love and would love to be doing, regardless of my perceived limitations of 

learning. 

4. People who care, for supporting me with finding ways to improvise, survive and 

work low budget, these processes would be other wise out of reach without a 

lifetimes worth of a lot of effort. Never give up. 

 

 

 


